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Infrared to green up-conversion in LaC13 : U3+ 
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Abstract 

Investigations of the optical properties of LaCl, : U3+ (0.1%) single crystal have revealed an interesting up-conversion 
phenomenon. When the 4G,,, level of U3+ is excited by an infrared laser set at 748.6 nm, a strong green fluorescence from 
the ‘K 15,2 level is observed. From the analysis of the dynamics of the excited states, we conclude that the observed 
phenomenon occurs mainly via two mechanisms: (i) excited-state absorption and (ii) an energy transfer up-conversion 
(ETU) process involving pairs of U3+ ions in 4G,,, and 4F,,2 states. 

PACS: 78.55; 78.30; 42.70 
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1. Introduction 

Up-conversion mechanisms are again being 

widely investigated at present. This renewed inter- 
est is related to the available low-cost infrared 
excitation sources opening a new world for display 
devices and the appearance of up-conversion-pum- 

ped solid-state lasers. Efficient up-conversion is 
possible in rare-earth or actinide-doped materials 

with metastable, intermediate levels that can act as 
a storage reservoir for pump energy. The anti- 
Stokes emission may happen by several types of up- 
conversion processes: excited-state absorption 
(ESA) first proposed by Bloembergen for IR quan- 
tum counters [l], ETU discovered by Auzel [2], 
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cooperative sensitization [3] or cooperative 
luminescence [4]. 

LaCl, is a very good host for luminescent mater- 
ials. Spectra and energy levels of all rare earth 
and actinide ions in the crystal have been studied 
extensively [S, 61. There are many publications on 
up-conversion phenomenon in LaCl, : RE (RE = 

trivalent rare-earth ions) [7-91 and LaCl, : Pr3 + is 
thought to be one of the most efficient up-conver- 

sion laser systems [lo] which operates up to 210 K. 
However, similar reports for actinide-doped LaCl, 
are very few. We present here infrared to green 
up-conversion in LaCl, : U3+. The experimental re- 
sults are interpreted using a rate-equation analysis. 

2. Experimental procedure and results 

All data presented here were taken using 
LaCl, : U3 + of nominally 0.1 mol% concentration 
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mounted in a quartz tube under a partial pressure 
of He gas and set in a circulating He cryostat 
held at 8 K. In all cases, excitation was provided 
by pulsed radiation (during Ions) from a dye 
laser pumped by a frequency-doubled (tripled) 
YAG: Nd3+ laser. Fluorescence from the sample 
was collected into a HRS2 Jobin-Yvon mono- 
chromator and detected with either a R1767 or 
a R943-02 Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube de- 
pending on spectrum range. The decay-time 
measurements were realized using a Lecroy 9410 
oscilloscope interfaced with a computer. The dyes 
used in this work are Coumarin 
LDS751. 
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Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of U3+ in La& 

The energy level scheme of U3 + ions in LaCI,, 
following the results of Refs. [6, 111, is shown in 
Fig. 1. After pumping at 748.6 nm in one of the 
4G7,2 Stark levels, we observed an intense green 
(around 550 nm) fluorescence from the 2K15,2 level 
which lies more than 5000 cm-’ above the 
4G,,2 level. Weak up-converted fluorescence from 

‘H’11,2 level was also observed around 515 nm. 
The corresponding emission spectrum is plotted in 
Fig. 2a. As there is no emission from 2K15,2 level at 
room temperature, which is mainly due to the in- 
crease of non-radiative transition probability, the 
experimental temperature was kept at 8 K. 

In order to study the time-dependent behavior of 
the system, several transients were recorded. The 
decay of the fluorescence from 4G7,2 is exponential 
after selective excitation into this manifold and the 
lifetime is equal to 0.56 us (see Table 1). Always 
after selective pumping at 748.6 nm, decays were 
recorded for the 552 nm green fluorescence from 
2K 15,2 (Fig. 2a), as well as the 988 nm infrared 
emission from 4Fs,2 (Fig. 2b) and the 923 nm emis- 
sion from 4G5,2 (Fig. 2b). Fig. 3 shows these experi- 
mental decays together with the fitting results using 
the model discussed below. 

3. Discussion 

To get information concerning the up-conver- 
sion process responsible for such a green fluores- 
cence, it is necessary to analyze the shape of its 
decay which is plotted in Fig. 3a. At short times, it 
exhibits first a very steep decay with a time con- 
stant of approximately 0.1 us which is followed by 
a rising slope to a second maximum (rise time 
-1 us) and finally a decay with a time constant of 

4.1 us. This decay curve indicates that there are at 
least two mechanisms responsible for the up-con- 
version fluorescence, corresponding to the two 
parts of the decay curve, named part 1 and 2, 
respectively. 

Let us consider first the fast-decay part (part 1). 
The absence of an initial rise time and the fact that 
this anti-Stokes fluorescence decay (a = 0.1 us) 
characterizes the upper emitting level (see Table 1) 
suggest that the mechanism responsible for this 
emission is an ESA process. After laser excitation 
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence spectra of LaCl, : U 3+ (0.1%) under 748.6 nm dye-laser excitation at 8 K. (a) up-converted green emission 

(510-570 nm); (b) infrared emission(880-1100 nm). 

Table 1 
Lifetimes of main fluorescing levels of U3 + in LaCl, : 0.1 %U3 + 

at 8 K. Except the 4111/Z + 419,2 fluorescence which was ana- 

lyzed after excitation in 4F 3,2, the decay curves have been 

recorded after selective excitation in the emitting level 

Energy level ‘KIsi2 ZHI,iz 4F9j2 4G7,a 4Gs,~ 4F~,~ 4f~~!~ 
Lifetime@) -0.1 2.5 14 0.56 6.1 130 770 

into the 4G7,2 state, new incoming photons are 
again absorbed by U 3+ in this excited state in order 
to populate levels belonging to the 5f26d excited 
configuration which lies in this energy range (see 
Fig. 1). From there the lower states 2H’Il,2 and 
2K r 5,2 are populated by a rapid phonon relaxation 
and then the radiative transitions from ‘H’r rj2 and 
2K 1512 to 4I9,2 take place. Therefore, part 1 of the 
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Fig. 3. Experimental decay curves for different transitions under 748.6 nm excitation at 8 k.(a) ZK,5,2 -+ ‘I,,,; (b) “Fg,z + 4I11,~; 

(cl ‘G,,, -+ 419,2 and fitting results denoted by “ + Iine”. 

552 nm fluorescence time dependence corresponds The slowest part of Fig. 3a (part 2) suggests that 
to the decay of ‘Kr 5I2 level populated via an excit- metastable 5f3 levels with a few us lifetimes are 
ed state absorption process through highly allowed probably involved in an up-conversion process 
5f 3 + 5f 26d transitions. populating ‘Kr 5,2. We know that 4G5,2 has a 
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lifetime of 6.1 ns (Table 1). After selective excitation 
into 4G7,2, we observed an intense emission from 
4G5,2 around 930 nm (see Fig. 2b). The time behav- 
ior of the most intense line at 923 nm, plotted in 
Fig. 3c, shows an exponential rise followed by an 
exponential decay with fitting time constants of 
0.56 and 6.1 ps, respectively. This indicates that 
4G5,z is populated via 4G7,2 single-ion relaxation. 
The 4F,,, manifold located just above 4G,,, has 
a lifetime of 14 ns (Table 1). After selective excita- 
tion into 4G,,2, fluorescence related to the 

4F~,~ + 41ri,~ transition is identified in Fig. 2b, and 
the time behavior of the line at 988 nm, plotted in 
Fig. 3b, shows a rise of a few us followed by an 
exponential decay with a time constant of 14 ns. 
Fitting result gives arise = 2 ps. The energy-level 
structure and lifetime of LaCl,:U3+ suggest that 
the 4Fg,z manifold may be populated by the follow- 
ing process. 

4G~:2 (5) + 4G7,~(5) --, 4G,,z(l) + *Hi i/2(3) --) 4F9,2 

ion 1 ion 2 ion 1 ion 2 

(numbers in parentheses are twice the value of the 
crystal-field quantum numbers p). This also ex- 
plains why 4G7,z level has a larger energy gap but 
possesses a shorter lifetime compared with 4F9,2. In 
order to interpret the *Kr5,* -+ 419,2 fluorescence 
decay curves, we propose the model schematized in 
Fig. 4. This model takes into account the efficient 
excited-state absorption described in the beginning 
of this section and the following cross relaxation 
energy transfer: 

4G~~2(l) + 4F~,2(1) + 4F3j2(3) + 2K15,2(3), 
ion 1 ion 2 ion 1 ion 2 

for which the energy mismatch of 29 cm-i can be 
easily absorbed by the lattice vibrations. For this 
cross-relaxation process, ion 1 is initially in the 

4G5/2 state due to one-ion relaxation from 
4G712 and ion 2 is initially in the 4Fs,2 state due to 
the ESA already mentioned followed by one-ion 
relaxation. This model leads, just after the excita- 
tion pulse, to the following rate equation system A, 
where ni is the level i population, ki is the inverse of 
the level i lifetime, kij is the relaxation rate from 
level i to level ,i and k. is the cross-relaxation 

transfer rate: 

I 
dn2 
-= k21n2 -kInI - konln3, 
dt 

dn2 
dt= 

- k2n2, 

system A dn3 
- = k43n4 - k3n3 - konln3, 
dt 

dn,=k 
dt 

n -kn 54 5 4 43 

dn5 

dt= 
- kg5 + konln3. 

The ETU process has a quite low efficiency be- 
cause it does not change the decay time of the 
4Gs,2 and 4F9,2 manifolds which are 6.1 and 14 us, 
respectively (see Fig. 3c and Fig. 3b). So we may 
neglect the term k,n,n, in the first and third equa- 
tions of system A. (In fact, in writing system A we 
already used the similar consideration to simplify 
the problem.) Moreover, due to this low efficiency 
of the ETU process and as the *Krsi2 lifetime is 
much shorter than the *Hi i,* lifetime (see Table l), 
we may neglect the term ks4n5 to fit the expressions 
of the populations in the us time range. These 
approximations lead to 

system B 

n2(W21 
q(t) = ___ 

k2 _ kl Cexp( - kl t) - ev( - k2tL 

( n*(t) = n2 (0) exp( - U), 

n3(t) 
ndW43 

= k,[expt - W - exp( - k401, 

n&l = n&J e& - k.4, 

n5 sz 
hMWdW~ lb3 

%(‘) - k,(k, - kl)(k4 - k,) 1 
/ 

x exp( - K 
bQWdW2~k43 “st) + k5(k2 - kl)(k4 - k3) 

x Cexp( -(h + Wt) + exp( -(k2 + k4)t) 
- exp( - (k2 + k3)t) - exp( - (k, + k4)t)]. 

If we set ((k,n2(O)n4(0)k21k43)l(k5(k2 - kl) 
(k, - k3)) = w. and consider the big difference of 
lifetimes (Table l), the expression of ns(t) can 
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Fig. 4. Scheme for the proposed model. Thick lines represent transitions induced by the radiation field, thin lines represent single-ion 

relaxation rates and the dashed lines represent transitions induced by inter-ionic coupling. For simplicity, only the related levels are 

given here. 

be simplified as 

nS x [Q(O) - wo] exp( - k5t) + w. 

x Cexp( - WI + WI - exp( - WI + k&)1. 

It shows that under excitation to 4G7,2, the decay 
of 2K 15,2 fluorescence consists of two parts: a one- 
exponential process with time constant of l/k5 = 
0.1 ps (part 1) followed by a two-exponential 
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process (part 2), in which, the first part matches the 
experimental result. The best fit of the second part 
of the experimental transient gives Z,ise = OS2 us 

and Tdecay = 4.1 us. The constant 4.1 us just equals 
to l/k1 + k3 = 4.2 us predicted by the model while 
0.52 us is smaller than the predicted value 
l/k1 + k, = 1.8 us. This difference may indicate 
that other energy-transfer mechanisms are also 
possible in the up-conversion process where many 
levels could be involved. 

It should be pointed out that the transient for up- 
conversion emission ‘H’ili2 -+ 419,2 (Fig. 2a) does 
not show any second component, which is consis- 
tent with our model. 

4. Conclusions 

We have observed a green up-conversion Auores- 
cence from the *K i5,* level under infrared pump- 
ing. The dynamics of the up-converted emission 
indicates that excited-state absorption from the 
4G7i2 level and energy transfer up-conversion pro- 
cess involving pairs of ions in 4G5,, and 4F9i2 states 
are responsible for the phenomenon. A simple rate 

equation modeling is very successful in reproducing 
the emission decay time. 
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